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Wesley: End of the Swing Shift

End of the Swing Shift
JAN WESLEY

Beyond the boundaries of the city
past the nuts-n-bolts
factory I work in are miles of warehouses
where corrugated steel doors repeat
sounds dinosaurs made, where
& curves
are pounded into shape
in buildings blazing in light, sopped
in oils and solvents, heavy rust-red skeletal
frames shuttling cargo along their rails.
Men of my youth would crawl out
of mines, chop timber, swing
hammers, toss me into the air, eyes majestic
with dreams. I have always loved those men
who dance on iron beams, who drive
the goldenrod machines
with six shifts and multiple axles. I know how
arms get licked with sweat, backs
truck beds bent from chemical drums, legs
thick & bowed by the weight, hair curdled
& dirty, lapping the top of their spines.

I wait in the car outside the aluminum plant.
You slam the car door, your tattooed
arm a vice on me. I wince, then you circle
my ear gently as you do the soft
spot on a baby’s head. We drink
Rolling Rock and you touch the dirt, the new
bruises on my thigh as we drive
past the open wounds
in our neighborhood, past pipes spewing
loose water and we listen to the sticky click,
click clicks of locks and kicked piles of
broken glass by the liquor store.
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The middle of the night is reserved
for resurrection and renewal and sometimes
like tonight we never make it home. We stop
where the city fences in
the water & air is sweet with jasmine.

You lift me off the ground, cloak us
with a long Army coat, press into chain link
fence patterned with diamonds.
I push into you for handling, hook my ankles
around your hardened
waist tight as metal girders, and the fence jangles.
You talk so low I put my ear to your
salty mouth and we rock with rhythms of the earth
being removed and replaced, removed
& replaced, make love more
tenderly than in any satin-sheeted bed, more
protected than the rich are by the law.

No cops drive
and no one passing
thinks badly of us. Groans of the graveyard
shift rumble up and welding sparks rain, hard
hats glint under a moon’s light where we clock
out, where we are left with the lap
of water & this long greased stroke
of darkness that echoes with glory
cries of you wanting
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